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Many women feel that a perfect handbag is highly essential in the fashion world and they wish to
spend some valuable time in shipping for branded handbags like Gucci handbags. Holding a
branded handbag offers not only a rich look, but also a fashionable look. However, any famous
product makes its competitors to introduce similar models as a duplicate to the product and this is
applicable to the Gucci handbags as well. Therefore, women who wish to buy authentic Gucci
handbag should possess the ability to protect themselves from duplicate products and here are
some tips for identifying a fake bag:

At the first sight, have a look at the material of the bag since authentic Gucci handbags are made
out of high quality materials like animal skin or real leather and original bags are manufactured out
of a single piece of leather, therefore, if a woman feels that the bag is manufactured with several
small pieces of leather, she can come to a conclusion that it is a fake bag.

Next comes the craftsmanship of the bag, where the original pieces will have unquestionable
craftsmanship and not even a single stitch will be out of place, fake pieces will not carry these
characteristics. Original bags will have high-quality threading and firm stitching and these features
will be absent in duplicate bags.

Then comes the serial number, original bags are offered with serial numbers in a small leather tag
on the zipper seam. It will be of 4 to 6 numbers stamped on the back of the leather and tag will also
have the term â€˜Gucciâ€™ and the place where it was manufactured will also be available. The purchaser
can check the hardware of the handbag, which should be in right sheen and color and this can be
checked from the official website of Gucci. If the hardware is scratched, it is not an original bag.

The logo or brand name of Gucci should be engraved on the hardware and not simply printed or
embossed. Only a bag with engraved logo on the strap hardware is the original piece.

Gucci handbags are beautiful and wondrous extension of personality of a woman and she can make
a fashion statement with the handbag. Therefore, most of the women wish to go for original Gucci
bags. There are online stores helping out people who wish to buy authentic Gucci handbags and
selection of a reliable store can ensure the purchase of an original bag.
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Abhaykohn - About Author:
If you are searching for where to a buy authentic gucci handbag, bagtop1 is the right place to a buy
discount gucci handbag, authentic handbags, wallets at best prices. We provide worldwide free
shipping. Visit us online to know more details about authentic gucci handbags.
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